There are a range factors that can cause or contribute to anxiety, and many of
these are related to diet. But one often overlooked cause is metabolic acidosis.
This is where the pH of the blood is slightly below the normal baseline figure, but
still within the range that the body requires to stay alive. To compensate and keep
the blood pH within that range, many negative effects occur within the body, and
these include anxiety and panic attacks.
In a state of metabolic acidosis, one of the main acids produced by the body is
lactic acid. Almost everyone should be familiar with this acid, as it’s the one
produced when we exercise, that makes our muscles ache. It has its benefits
during exercise, as it causes arterial dilation, which allows for increased blood
flow and oxygen delivery to the muscles.
However, during a state of rest, such as sitting on the couch and watching TV, the
dilation of the arteries is not something that we want happening inside the body.
With this increase in area inside the arteries, the body must compensate by
forcing through more blood, and we will experience hard pumps of the heart, or
palpitations.
In this case, the anxiety is not being caused by your thoughts, but the heart
palpitations, excess blood flow, and corresponding tightness in the chest all have
a physical reason as to why they are occurring. Naturally, you will start to feel
anxious when these things start happening to your body, seemingly for no reason.
It is not the anxiety causing them, but rather they are causing your anxiety.
So, what is the underlying cause of the metabolic acidosis causing the anxiety?
One cause is diet, and from two distinct mechanisms. Firstly, the diet is lacking in
B-Vitamins, which are needed to convert and remove the lactic acid out of the
blood. Secondly, it is the over-consumption of acid forming foods.
Note, I said acid-forming foods, not acidic foods. There are plenty of acidic foods
that when consumed, because of their constituents, have an alkalizing effect on
the body. A classic example of this is a lemon. We can use a formula such as PRAL
(Potential Renal Acid Load), which is the sum of all non-bicarbonate anions (Cl–,
PO43-, SO4 2-) minus the sum of all mineral cations (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+)3, as a guide
to find out which foods will make the body acidic, and which ones will alkalize it.

You can google “PRAL Food Chart” and find a heap of different sources, where
scientists have calculated the PRAL values of dozens of popular foods, and you
can even find a few charts where they list hundreds. Of course, vegetables and
fruits have negative (alkaline) PRAL scores, and foods like wheat, dairy, eggs,
meats, and most nuts, have positive (acidic) PRAL scores, with drinks and oils
generally being close to neutral.
Considering the doctor’s lack of knowledge regarding metabolic acidosis being a
cause of anxiety, you may be surprised to hear that there have been scientific
studies proving the relationship. A study on 447 Iranian women used PRAL and
other dietary acid calculation methods, and found that diets high in grains and
meat, and low in fruits and vegetables, led to metabolic acidosis and more
anxiety.
A very interesting study, published in the Cell Journal, looked at how a section of
the brain, called the amygdala, detects this reduced pH in the body. It expresses
an acid-sensing ion channel-1a, known as ASIC1a, which is required for normal
fear responses. They proved that this mechanism produced anxiety, by artificially
reducing and buffering pH levels, which both induced and attenuated anxiety.
Furthermore, they proved the relationship with another method, by replacing the
ASIC1a gene in mice, and found that without the gene to propel the reaction in
the amygdala, they were able to substantially blunt the fear and anxiety in mice.
In this study, they focused on using Carbon Dioxide to induce an acidic blood state
in the mice, and referenced multiple previous studies that were performed on
both animals and humans, including this study, which showed that CO2 induces
panic disorders, and blood pH is affected by both the metabolic and respiratory
channels.
The respiratory aspect in blood pH regulation shows that it’s not just diet that
causes metabolic acidosis, but also our breathing methods. Due to various
reasons, it is possible for humans to develop unnatural (and harmful) ways of
breathing, which appear normal, but in fact consistently cause metabolic acidosis,
which in turn produces anxiety and panic attacks.
For further information on anxiety causes and solutions, as well as a simple
method to correct your breathing, please visit HealthGlade.com

